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Nick Agafonoff Galileo Kaleidoscope P/L, Pyrmont, Australia Abstract Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to delve into the nature of ethnography to evaluate its potential as an applied qualitative research method in commercial ad hoc market research. A re-interpretation of ethnography adapted for the commercial market research environment is proposed and a conceptual framework for its implementation offered. Design/methodology/approach – This will include examination of the different ethnographic approaches employed across social and market research fields. Findings – An examination of several case studies reveals how ethnography can produce both tactical and strategic insights into aspects of consumer usage, behaviour, experience and culture. Originality/value – The paper discusses how ethnographic research can potentially connect marketers, businesses and whole corporations with their consumers, in ways that other forms of market research cannot. Keywords Market research, Ethnography Paper type Viewpoint



Introduction The first question clients ask me, when I introduce myself as an ethnographic researcher, is “what is ethnography?” At which point I throw the question back to them, “what do you think it is?” Some people seem to get confused between “ethno” and “ethnic”. Others think ethnography is a fancy name for videoing people while shopping. Most manage to make the connection between ethnography and “observational” research, but are not able to make the distinction between the different types of observational research. In a discussion about ethnography, asking “what makes a good ethnographer?” is a good place to start. Contrary to wide-held belief, a good ethnographer is not someone who sits on the periphery of a social environment scribbling observations in a notebook, taking photographs and video footage of people when they are not looking. In fact, this sort of “fly-on-the-wall” observational approach is actually very limited, which makes it so surprising that it is the most commonly employed ethnographic method in market research. I compare it to looking at a body of water and trying to guess the temperature. You simply are not going to know the temperature until you dip your finger in. A good ethnographer is not a benign onlooker. A good ethnographer is someone who actively seeks to discover what it means to belong to a social group by employing a variety of methods.
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In 1998, as part of a review (Grey Report, 1998) into problems of sexual harassment at the Australian Defence Force Academy, I was employed as a specialist ethnographic field researcher. The review team wanted to understand the cultural antecedents in the Cadet Corps that was leading to systematic and ritualised abuse in the academy amongst its cadets. The decision was taken for me to join the latest cadet intake as a new recruit and undergo a covert full-participant study of the cadet induction program spanning eight weeks. Across this period I had to live, breathe and actually become a cadet, using what spare time I had to write a blow by blow ethnographic journal of the experience. I rapidly felt myself losing all objectivity as I immersed myself in the task. In fact, this was the whole idea – to use me as human guineapig to understand how the cadet socialisation process impacted on my social-psychology; how and why conceptions of the self and of others changed and developed over the course of the induction process. The study revealed that the academy’s executive imposed enormous pressures on cadets to be unattainably perfect. If a single cadet in a division diverged from academy protocol and committed even a minor incongruity (such as turning up at morning inspection with a crease in their uniform), the entire cadet group would be ridiculed and made to do mundane and humiliating tasks (cleaning toilets) over and over. The problem was not that the academy promoted high standards, just that it made it impossible for cadets to actually achieve these standards. Consequently, cadets developed an “them” and “us” approach towards the academy hierarchy, and worked out ingenious ways to protect each other against reprisal. It was the only way they could achieve relative autonomy in an otherwise totally institutionalised environment. The consequence of this was a mindless brotherhood of loyalty amongst cadets based on a code of secrecy sealed by a golden rule – “don’t jack on you mates”. Once the cadets’ system of cover-up became successful it also became ripe for abuse by “bad apples” in the Cadet Corps. Systematic plagiarism of university essays occurred, through to “bishings”[1] of lagging cadets and sexual harassment. The academy executive was none-the-wiser, except for an unnerving sense that something was wrong, because the cadets appeared uncannily flawless in many aspects of their lives and duties. That is why the only way to uncover the plethora of organised deviant activity within the Cadet Corps and understand what was motivating it, was to conduct a covert full participant study. We actually had to dip our fingers into the water. Introducing ethnography to ad hoc market research I first started working for Kaleidoscope, a specialist qualitative research agency, in 2000. Focus groups and in-depth interviews were the staple of our company. Pretty much, we did nothing else. At the same time, I was completing a Masters’ degree in documentary film production. It soon became obvious to me the potential for ethnographic video to be integrated into our qualitative repertoire as an additional research tool. Yet, my colleagues initially refused to embrace my proposal. One of my colleagues spelled out why: . . . ethnography is a nice idea, but it’s so intangible. It sounds good in theory, but it can’t actually deliver anything of real meaning, certainty or relevance to marketers. Ethnography is simply not applicable to ad hoc market research.



Hence, the first hurdle I had to overcome, before I even began to persuade clients of the value of ethnography, was to convince my fellow researchers of its usefulness. In order to do this I developed a coherent conceptual framework for the application of ethnographic theory and methods to commercial ad hoc market research. By 2003 kaleidoscope had begun to embrace ethnography as an integral part of its research offering to clients. It was a relatively easy sell to a number of studies to more progressive clients, who saw it as a way of getting closer to the consumer – delving deeply beneath the rational. Since 2003 the company has conducted several significant ethnographic studies as part of broader strategic insight projects into consumer culture, as well as many rapid studies generating tactical insights into a range of specific consumer usage, behaviour and purchase decision-making problems.
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Re-interpreting ethnography for market research constraints The sociological definition for ethnography is: . . . the act of observing directly the behaviour of a social group and producing a description thereof (Marshall, 1998).



Literally, ethnography translates as “drawing the social group”. In other words, ethnography is a specific type of illustration of a cultural or social life, world or experience. Ethnographers in the sociology and anthropology disciplines initially documented and portrayed cultural experiences and observations through detailed ethnographic journals. As technology became available other mediums were employed to capture and communicate ethnographic findings, such as audio recordings and photography. Some of the earliest films are ethnographic in nature[2]. In recent decades video recording has been employed and developed as both a data collecting and illustrative device by ethnographers. In combination, these alternate mediums for recording and communicating ethnographic data provide a rich tapestry of insight and understanding into social groups and culture. None of them is necessarily superior to the other and each is bestowed with its own strengths and weaknesses as a research tool. However, the advent of the digital age promises a whole new world of innovation in the documentation and presentation of ethnographic research findings. Fundamentally, ethnography is a qualitative research “method”, a way of conducting a qualitative inquiry. According to Gold (1958), ethnography as a methodology exists on a continuum (Figure 1). At one end of the continuum is non-participant observation and at the other end is participant observation. Covert and overt approaches overlay all forms of ethnographic research. In an academic context ethnographic fieldwork often involves long-term participant observation. It traditionally involves immersion by the ethnographer into a social group, culture or
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Figure 1. Gold’s ethnographic continuum
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environment over an extended period, often years and even decades. This in-depth longitudinal application of ethnography has been problematic for commercial market researchers because of the rapid nature of ad hoc market research, where projects are as concise as a couple of weeks from conception to debrief are typical. One could never imagine in the current climate acquiring a market research contract, from Coke, for example, to conduct an inter-generational study of people from birth to death, as in the ethnographic television documentary series – “7 Up”[3]. The reality of market research is that marketers are constrained by competitive market forces. There are always deadlines to meet for marketing and advertising campaigns, launching new products and brands. Consequently, ethnographers who have dared to venture into the ad hoc realm have had to grapple with the constraints of ad hoc research and demonstrate to clients and market research colleagues that ethnography can produce tangible tactical insights that aid fulfilment of specific marketing objectives. In my own case, I began by employing ethnography primarily for usage and behaviour studies, and category research, by conducting non-participant observation studies. Over time, I have developed applied ethnographic methods that allow me to conduct a range of “rapid” participant observation studies into aspects of consumer culture, identity and experience. In the process I have refined several techniques that enable me to penetrate consumer experience and purchase decision-making. I have built upon and further developed Gold’s (1958) basic model (Figure 2). In the process I have identified how each type of approach on the ethnographic continuum can be applied to a range of problems or types of inquiries in commercial ad hoc market research. My adapted model demonstrates the multi-dimensional nature of ethnography. Ethnography is a multi-faceted research tool with a diversity of configurations and applications. It is misleading to think of ethnography as purely non-participant observational research, as so many people in market research tend to do. However, it is also incorrect to think that “authentic” ethnography is purely Covert & Overt Approaches Overlay All Methods Non-Participant Observation Participant Observation Complete Observer
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Figure 2. A multi-dimensional framework for applied ethnography
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longitudinal participant observation research of the anthropological nature. In truth, both methods represent branches of the same tree – each designed for specific purposes. The application of one branch over the other depends upon the vantage point that one is seeking. Is the goal to understand or experience a social activity, group or phenomenon from the outside or the inside? Or, to establish what it looks like versus what it is to live the experience?
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Non-participant observation methods One of the most obvious applications of ethnography to market research is to use it as a tool to understand consumer purchase behaviour. Market researchers have wrangled with this beast ever since the supermarket aisle was first invented. In the beginning, researchers attempted to accompany shoppers on shopping expeditions and take detailed observational notes on their behaviour and purchase decisions. In more recent times market researchers have videoed the shopping expedition. Using elaborate video productions involving hidden cameras they record every imaginable angle of the shopper as they meander down the supermarket aisle. In post-production these shopping videos are presented in split screen perspectives with captions at the top of the screen, with a time counter. Market researchers peruse these videos for days trying to de-code shopper behaviour and decision-making. The first time I recorded a series of shopping expeditions I ended up with was hours and hours of meaningless video data. Although I could see people making all sorts of purchase decisions, I could only really speculate what was motivating them in their purchase decisions. I could not conclusively tell whether or not they were reacting to packaging, in-store advertising, or because it was a sale item. I was missing one vital snapshot of the consumer – the decision-making process happening inside their heads. By thinking of the shopping journey in a broader context and by developing a simple self-reflective exercise, I have sought to reduce the subjective interpretation involved in analysing behavioural video. At the beginning of each accompanied shopping session I begin by conducting an informal pre-shop interview at the respondent’s home. In this interview, I probe the shopper’s expectations for the shop ahead and conduct an audit of their present household needs. This invariably means doing a pantry and fridge check. If there are children or other household members who have a stake in the shop, I probe their wants, needs and expectations. This gives me an idea of what is likely to be targeted in the shop. I proceed with the main data generating aspect of the research, the accompanied shop itself, in which I video the shopper without intervening in the shopper’s journey, i.e. observer-as-participant. Following this, I return to the shopper’s home and conduct a post-shop interview. I informally discuss how they felt about the shop and what sort of things characterised the shopping journey in the context of a grocery audit. Often a discussion will follow around product categories that were not originally on the shopping list, but made it into the trolley. The final exercise is the most important in which I show footage of the shopping journey back to the respondent pausing the shopping footage to probe for what was motivating decision-making in specific instances. The result is a much deeper level of insight into shopping behaviour and purchase decision-making. We can now specifically locate what the shopper is reacting to, whether it is in-store advertising, packaging, a sale item, or the nagging of a small child.
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This self-reflective tool is applicable to almost any non-participant observation research into consumer behaviour, usage and decision-making. It can produce tactical insights that clients can easily apply. For instance, in one particular piece of ad hoc research we were able to hone in on the precise difficulties women encountered using home waxing kits. By using behavioural video in a self-reflective interview we were able to identify a range of ways home-waxing kits could be improved. Our client was able to develop better instructions on the packs of their waxing products and several simple application devices to include with their product which made application and usage of their product considerably easier and less painful for the user. The client also developed a campaign in which they sent promotional staff to shopping malls to educate users on how to apply their product properly and effectively. An indirect positive that came out of the educational campaign in malls was that consumers came to perceive the home waxing brand as empathetic to consumers’ experience and needs. Using video to engage consumers in a self-reflective exercise represents an application of ethnography that clients of ad hoc market research can hang their hats on. Now we can video people in almost any usage, behaviour, consumption or purchase situation and extract a deep level of insight into their experiences and what is driving their decision-making simply by getting consumers to commentate on video footage of their own behaviour. This represents a revolution in the perception of ethnography as inapplicable to ad hoc research. It enables us to robustly explore consumer experience from the washing up process, to feeding their dogs, waxing their legs and shopping the supermarket aisle. Participant observation methods The question of how best to conduct overt participant observation research has not yet been properly debated in market research. Consequently, many misconceptions have taken root around best approach. The first basic misconception is that, in order to put subjects at ease as the ethnographer you need to meld in with people in their social context, for instance, by dressing and talking the way they do. In my experience, how you appear is almost completely irrelevant to subjects. What is important is that you, the researcher, is comfortable with yourself. This will relax subjects. If you turn up in their domain desperately trying to be something you are not, then subjects tend to be put off. They may even see you as a “try-hard” or worse, trying to deceive them. Subjects are more interested in your frankness and confidence as a researcher, and that you are upfront as to who you are and what you are doing. Most crucially, they need to know that you are intrinsically interested in them, and their world. You can do this by displaying empathy and understanding of who they are and what they value. I have immersed my middle-class tertiary-educated self in the most blue-collar working class pubs and hung out with a group of pig hunters over the course of an entire year. I gained their trust precisely because I did not pretend to be anything other than that which I am, by overtly expressing a deep interest in their unique culture and finally by being able to adopt their customs in an empathetic and non-patronising way as I learned much more about them. In fact, trying to fool your subjects into thinking that you are one of them is counter-productive to the purpose of participant observation research. The job of an ethnographic researcher is to understand what it means to belong. One of the best ways of doing this is to actually present yourself as a product of a different experience



to your subjects. Your subjects’ role in the research becomes to induct you into their culture and their experience. The researcher becomes the student and the subjects become the teachers as to what you should wear, how to talk, what sorts of things represent social currency in their world. If you pre-empt the research by trying to conform to a pre-conceived image of what you think is “appropriate” then you instantly create obstacles in learning what it really means to belong. Probably the greatest misconception, however, is in relation to filming subjects in overt participant observation research. Many ethnographers insist on taking a “fly-on-the-wall” approach to filming and reframe from conversing with subjects. In my experience, employing this kind of fly-on-the-wall approach to in-home ethnography is one of the best ways to alienate subjects. It puts enormous pressure on subjects to behave in ways that they think you want them to behave. It also creates an uncomfortable power dynamic between researcher and subject, making them feel like guineapigs in a lab experiment. Besides this, having a guy you do not know hanging around you and your friends with a video camera and not saying anything is weird. Not interviewing subjects in participant observation research is also a fundamentally flawed idea. As an ethnographer you are interested in discovering how subjects perceive themselves and their own world. If you were to conduct a purely fly-on-the-wall study of a cafe´ environment, for instance, you might record footage that leads you to conclude that the cafe´ is noisy and over-crowded. Only by talking to participants may you then discover that they consider the noise to be “atmosphere” and the over crowdedness to be “buzz”. The most vital aspect of conducting overt participant observation research, therefore, requires developing a strong rapport with subjects. When introducing the idea that there will be filming, naturally subjects are initially hesitant. Quite the opposite to what many ethnographers advise, I encourage subjects not to try to ignore me because realistically it will be impossible to do this. I insist that no expectations exist for how they should behave in front of the camera, because as far as I am concerned there is no right or wrong way to behave. In fact, I even implore subjects to involve me in their world to the extent they feel comfortable. If they choose to converse with me or ask me questions, or request the camera stops rolling, they feel in control. If they want to interview each other or even film me then I do not prevent them from doing so. In return, I ask them for permission to occasionally pose informal questions in order to know what different artefacts, rituals, behaviours and interactions mean. Finally, I talk about how this is a collaboration of sorts. It is their chance to tell a story about an aspect of their lives and impact marketing decisions. By establishing these perceptual parameters I not only make the subjects feel comfortable, I also empower them. They become willing participants who are motivated by the idea of making a contribution rather than just monetary incentive. Participant observation methods – what is it good for? Non-participant observation research as part of usage and behaviour studies can generate tactical insights for specific marketing activities. Participant observation research, on the other hand, can generate strategic core insights into broader consumer culture. That is, participant observation can discover fundamental principles and truths about consumer groups, values and culture that inform the broader brand strategy. In 2002, I conducted an ethnographic study into the role of alcohol in
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consumers’ lives employing overt and covert participant observation and full participant methods of research. Amongst other things, we were interested in understanding the role that alcohol plays in the pre-going out ritual for young women. At 11p.m. on a Friday night I headed out to the western suburbs to conduct an overt participant observation session with two young women who I will refer to as Jane and Celeste. As with all of my participant observation studies, I came away with an abundance of qualitative data. In Jane and Celeste’s case, I discovered that the pre-going out ritual was more important for them than going out itself. On one level the pre-going out ritual represented an opportunity to reinforce their sisterhood by helping each other transform their identities to perceived sexual ideal types. When I arrived at Jane and Celeste’s place they greeted me at the door with cans of cheap UDL mixes. I happily accepted a can, which I sipped throughout the session. I began by having an easygoing conversation with them about how their night was going. Celeste’s mum, who had just baked some Lebanese sweets, offered me a couple. They were sickeningly sweet and I made a terrible facial expression. Everyone laughed. During the three hour pre-going out ritual I documented an extraordinary array of behaviours. Jane and Celeste changed their clothes three or four times. They made and received dozens of phone and text messages to and from their friends constantly, getting and making reports on what everyone in their female social group was wearing, who was already at the club and what reactions they were getting. They did their make-up and hair using a profusion of hair and make-up products, which Jane had to tip from the make-up draw onto the bed in order to sort through all the products. They graduated from cheap UDL’s to the more upmarket Bacardi Breezers towards the end of the night. By the end of the session the room was a huge mess with clothes and make-up and empty bottles of UDL and Bacardi Breezers strewn throughout. Celeste was unhappy with the outcome of her first hairstyle and so she started making it up all over again. At one point there was a fight between Celeste and her mother as to how she was presenting herself. It just made Celeste go away and create an even more controversial look. Throughout this entire time, the stereo pumped electronic dance music as Jane and Celeste sipped UDLs and then Bacardi Breezers. I conducted informal conversations with Jane and Celeste throughout the session. According to Celeste, drinking the UDLs was not about getting drunk, just getting them “there”. That is, to a point where they felt relaxed and confident about themselves, a set of emotions that represented a transformation from the “norm”. Drinking the Breezers was then about getting them “into club mode”, making them feel like they were “stars in a music video”. If they were to go to the club without going through the exhaustive pre-going out ritual they would be riddled with anxiety and paranoia, less about what the guys would think about them, more in relation to how they would be compared by the other girls’ in their get-up. “We girls need a lot of psyching up before going out”, Jane said. By the time Jane and Celeste were ready to go out it was 2 a.m. Celeste confessed that the reason they took so long was that they could not decide whether to look “sexy and foxy, sexy and aloof, sexy and slutty, retro and sexy, sexy and ironic”. The session revealed the important role that consumption plays in the transformation process to sexual ideal types. Alcohol is just one ingredient in the pre-going out ritual, but nevertheless an important ingredient because it is consumed



across the entire ritual. The strategic implication is that an alcohol brand can leverage the pre-going out ritual to evoke the sexual ideal types that these girls aspire to. The exercise that I conducted with Jane and Celeste demonstrated that social rituals such as getting ready to go are important. The strategic insights extracted from this session is relevant to any marketer who is seeking to target the pre-going out ritual; not just clients of alcohol brands. As part of the same study into the role of alcohol in peoples’ lives I joined a group of country lads in Bathurst, Australia, to conduct a full participant inquiry into their weekly drinking game – “beer hole golf”. Essentially, this involves playing a game of golf. If you broke any single one of the many convoluted rules made up and embellished by the older men in the group, however, then you had to take a drink. Breaking certain rules incurred lesser or greater punishments. The worst punishment was to have to take all your clothes off and “skull” a beer (during which everyone else would sing a drinking song). In order to film the lads, they insisted that I participate in the game, which doubled as an induction process into their social “mateship” group. The very fact that I was prepared to participate positively pre-disposed the lads to the idea of the research. I would hardly have conducted a richer piece of ad hoc ethnography as a result. The video, which comprised of a combination of my own filming and the filming by members of the group, demonstrates from an insider perspective that being able to laugh at one’s self was a primary value in their group. Although the game was characterised by an established hierarchy of authority in which the older men could make up new rules at the expense of the new and younger members, the ultimate outcome was an egalitarian atmosphere in which everyone ended up on the same level. In the end, everyone had suffered some sort of humiliation. I recall experiencing a strong feeling of mateship and brotherhood with the Bathurst lads. They refused the incentive money at the end of the session, instead insisting that I buy a round of beers. Their only demand was to make me promise to send them a copy of the video. What was more important to them was a record of the event, which represented a valuable piece of social capital in their group folklore. In the end, the story of the drinking session was more important than the drinking session itself, because ultimately it is stories such as this that bond the men together as a group. The findings of this alcohol study informed development of new products, advertising, and broader brand strategy. Participant observation research has consequences for the whole of a business, not just the marketing department. Consequently, I encourage clients of ethnographic research to allow me to present my video findings to different departments in an organisation. For instance, I produced a series of ethnographic video profiles of several consumer segments to a cosmetics client. The video profiles were show across the business. This included the shop floor sales team, who found the video profiles very useful in identifying different types of consumers as they walked into the store. This allowed them to pre-empt customer needs and wants even before the sales interaction had started. Consumption as experience: the future of ethnography As an ethnographic researcher I subscribe to a particular school of thought – symbolic interactionism[4]. This is a social psychological theory that examines how meanings emerge through interaction. The approach is concerned with analysing the meanings
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of everyday life through close participant observation. Symbols enable humans to produce culture and transmit complex histories. We imbue meaning into everything, extending into the wider social worlds in which we exist. Through participant observation research, we can gain access to these symbols and meanings (Becker, 1982). As a symbolic interactionist, I see the social world as a dynamic dialectical web (Perinbanayagam, 1983). As humans we are “connected” to “others” (Cooley, 1902). For this reason, I encourage market research clients to put aside their anxieties about commissioning longitudinal ethnographic studies of consumer subcultures and consider extending past ad hoc applications. I envisage a time when ethnography sits at the nexus between the consumer world and the corporation. In the future, I envisage corporate brands drawing upon ethnographic researchers of all types – journalists, writers, photographers and filmmakers, to bring consumer worlds to life and subsequently being disseminated across the organisation. If we as social beings are all “connected” then we also need to “connect” marketers into consumers’ lives (and vice versa) in more experiential ways. We should be plastering the walls of office interiors with photographic essays of a day-in-the-life of consumers’, sending mpeg videos to every employee in an organisation so that they can view an immediate profile of a consumer segment, or taking clients into the field immersing them in consumers’ worlds. Corporations should be sponsoring ethnographic filmmakers in collaborations with consumer groups to produce films about emergent culture and meaning in peoples’ lives. If marketers recognise that consumption is fundamental to all human experience, then they will see the power of ethnography, not just for the tactical insights that it can deliver, but also for its broader portrayal of the evolving consumer landscape. For too long focus groups and in-depths have been relied upon as the primary vehicle for insight into consumers’ minds. In the artificial environment of the group-room it is becoming only too common for moderators to report the same consumer respondents being recruited for groups week-in week-out. The result is an army of consumers on recruiter databases who are not representative of the segments that marketers are actually trying to explore. Yet marketing clients who have over-indulged in focus groups have only themselves to blame, because of their reliance on these traditional methods. I do not suggest the abandonment of focus groups. However, we must embrace the understanding that consumption is integral to all human experience. This cannot be understood in the confines of an artificial environment with a bunch of people who do not know each other. Ethnography is a means to comprehend human behaviour and the forces that shape people’s social worlds. The depth, detail, and contrast that ethnographic research can articulate about the social world bring people and their environments into sharp relief within the context of the social group. As a research method ethnography offers insights and perspectives that other forms of qualitative research cannot possibly provide. Corporations that do connect with consumers and are perceived to be in-touch with them and actively interested and involved in consumers’ lives will be the beneficiaries. Consumers want to see themselves as stakeholders in brands, not just subscribers. The corporations that have the courage to open their doors to consumers will receive the same treatment. Consumers will allow them into their homes and their communities. Corporations need to reassess their relationships with consumers and see the creation



of their product offering as an equal partnership between them and their customers. In order to make this paradigm shift corporations will have to fully embrace ethnographic research. Notes 1. Bishing: a punishment exacted by cadets upon one or more of their own in order to motivate teamwork. Punishments would primarily involve acts of social humiliation at the expense of a lagging cadet. 2. “Nanook of the North”: an early silent film (1922) that documented the story of a day-in-the-life of an Eskimo family. 3. “7 Up”: a BBC documentary series by Michael Apted. In 1964, Director Michael Apted interviewed a group of seven-year old children. This group of children from different socio-economic backgrounds has been traced ever since and a documentary has been produced every seven years to illustrate how they have evolved and how their early childhood experiences still resonate in their lives to the present day. 4. Symbolic Interactionism: a school of social psychological theory heavily influenced by the Chicago tradition of sociology and philosophical writings of George Herbert Mead. The term first coined by Herbert Blumer in 1937. References Australian Defence Force Academy (1998), Report of the Review into Policies and Practices to Deal with Sexual Harassment and Sexual Offences: The Grey Report, Australian Government Publishers, Canberra. Becker, H.S. (1982), Art Worlds, University of California Press, Berkeley, CA. Cooley, C. (1902), Human Nature and the Social Order, Scribners Press, New York, NY. Gold, R. (1958), “Roles in sociological field observation”, Journal of Social Forces, Vol. 16, pp. 1-30. Marshall, G. (1998) in Marshall, G. (Ed.), Dictionary of Sociology, Oxford University Press, Oxford. Perinbanayagam, R. (1983), Discursive Acts, Aldine de Gruyter, New York, NY. About the author Nick Agafonoff is a Practitioner of ethnographic and video research methodologies in ad hoc commercial qualitative research for Galileo Kaleidoscope Pty Ltd, Sydney, Australia. Nick Agafonoff can be contacted at: [email protected]
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